Firenock Review by Eli Dorsey May 29, 2008
Firenock GSH (GS), GST (ST)
I received 2 sets of Firenocks in May 2008, including 3 Target Firenocks and 3 Hunting Firenocks. I opened the package and inspected the
nocks with interest and curiosity. I immediately was impressed with the quality materials used. The plastic nocks were very good quality plastic, not
to hard, and not to soft. They were also were very translucent and consistent from nock to nock.
I pulled out one of my new Carbon Express arrows and another Beman arrow. The Firenock fit both very well, snug but adjusted fairly
easily. I was glad I was able to exchange them from one brand of arrow to another. I was also excited to see this thing light up so I put a battery in
the first target Firenock. Within seconds I was ready to shot.
I took my first couple shots with the target Firenock at dusk. My wife went with me and when I released my first arrow, she thought it was
the neatest thing ever! I was glad to see the first shot light up my wife’s face with a smile, and the sky like a red laser from my bow. It was very
bright and streaked through the air silently. To my surprise, the arrow flew just like it always had with my standard nocks. I was loving this
Firenock!
The next 3 days I shot this one Firenock over 600 times. I had only one failure to light. The only failure to light was a shot from less then 1
yard away into a 3D deer target on the 3rd Day. The battery had simply come loose and I fixed it within seconds by pulling the nock out and
reinserting the battery. The rest of the 3rd day went without a hitch. It was a fun time, and the Firenock added a lot of contrast to an average
morning of practice.
The next couple days I wanted to test my hunting Firenocks so I shot about 200 shots with my hunting shafts and mechanical broadheads to
fully simulate actual use. I had zero failures to light from all distances and had confidence quickly with the Firenocks. I shot many and left them on
outside for about an hour while watching T.V. The hunting Firenock stayed on and stayed bright.
I am ready for deer season this year, with confidence I won’t loose one arrow. With the price of everything going up, Firenocks pay for
themselves the first time they keep you from loosing a couple 15 dollar arrows. I would recommend these Firenocks to anyone with a love for
archery and quality.
Thank you Firenock!
Eli Dorsey
Kansas City MO
aka Glockafella in Bowcountry.com

